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Abstract: Despite ongoing crisis and recession, mergers and acquisitions (M&As) are used by companies to reinforce and sustain their place in business world. Regardless of M&As popularity, though, the successful integration of employees’ merging partners and the effective management of the relationships between them and with their merged organization, remains a major challenge not frequently considered during merger process.

In this respect and related to the above, the present paper by critically reviewing new research within M&As, attempts to provide a comprehensive integrative review based on the essentials and implications of the social psychological theories of group processes and intergroup relations as represented by the Social Identity Approach (SIA) and related to intergroup structure, fairness, legitimacy and leadership procedures, accompanied by the description of the knowledge-based view (KBV) of M&As which focuses on knowledge integration and capabilities transfer during post-combination. In that way, it aims to reflect on pre- and post-M&A important contextual and process merger success factors (i.e. micro-behavioural and macro-organization/strategy perspectives). Also, based on significant insights drawn from empirical findings discussed, our review seeks to translate them into practical implications for organizational practice and explore promising issues and directions that could expand our understanding and managing of merger integration efficiently.
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Introduction

Although merger deals are expected to force competitiveness in the business world, mergers and acquisitions (M&As) have failure rates ranging from 50 to 80 percent (Klendauer and Deller, 2009, p29). Meta-analyses within M&As exploring the most studied variables in relation to post-merger performance, have not offered definite answers (King et al. 2004). In this respect, criticism regarding existing M&A research streams has been developed as appearing “still fragmented, leaving gaps that need to be addressed” (Weber and Tarba, 2010, p203) and the need to trigger further M&A research incorporating new associations between variables within merger conditions has been stressed (Weber, 2012).

Despite the critical issues employee management both pre- and especially post-M&A integration seems
to possess (Cartwright, Tytherleigh and Robertson, 2007; Wickramasinghe and Karunaratne, 2009), the lower attention given to employees’ responses and reactions to gain support for merger activity has resulted in failure to retain key talent, decreased job satisfaction and commitment, communication breakdown and feelings or resistance to change, leading to underperformed employee adjustment and unsuccessful integration of people and operations (Cartwright and Cooper, 1993a).

Since the history of M&As indicates little evidence on the existence of mergers of equals often considered “simply symbolic” (Drori, Wrzesniewski and Ellis, 2011; Alluru and Thomas, 2016, p625), issues relating to formerly distinct corporate partners being re-categorized into the new merged organization (van Dick, Ullrich and Tissington, 2006) and existing social comparisons between merging partners and the merged organization, are activated. These reflect the essentials of the social psychological theories of group processes and intergroup relations”, in other words, the Social Identity Approach (SIA) (Ullrich and van Dick, 2007, p2) which integrates both the Social Identity Theories (SIT) (Tajfel and Turner, 1986) and Self-Categorization Theories (SCT) (Turner et al. 1987), constitutes a major challenge during merger process and is “rarely considered” (Giessner, Horton and Humborstad, 2016, p2).

The knowledge-based view (KBV) approach emphasizing the significance of individuals’ specific knowledge integration (sharing) as becoming the heart of company’s capability (Grant, 1996), tends to guide the exchange of knowledge and resources through-out companies through the use of procedures aimed at sharing knowledge, as human resource practices engender. In addition, though and most importantly, in merger settings, the KBV tends to be a useful overarching perspective in aiding organizations to effectively ensure the exchange and transfer of resources and capabilities, particularly in M&As, where it seems inevitable that the acquired partners need to deal with “greater sense of loss and disruption when they integrate with their acquirers than when they are not” (Punaram, Singh and Zollo, 2006; Paruchuri, Nerkar and Hambrick, 2006, p546).

Since the outcome of the acquisition process seems to be affected by the extent to which the acquiring partner develops a capability particular to managing the acquisition procedure successfully, especially that of incorporating the acquired partner (Zollo and Singh, 2004, p1237), the issues of pre-merger organizational status (acquiring vs. acquired) and merger integration patterns (the ways merging partners integrate their culture(s) post-M&A), seem to be also critical in ensuring the exchange (sharing) of resources and capabilities post-combination through human resource practices, in order to facilitate the effective integration of people and operations post-merger.

In this respect, and related to the above, the current paper will first offer an integrative review of the M&A literature based on the implications of group processes and intergroup relations as signified by the Social Identity Approach (SIA) and accompanied by the description of the knowledge-based view (KBV) of M&As, which stresses the need to integrate knowledge and capabilities during post-combination. Expanding upon the frameworks by Giessner and colleagues (2011; 2012; 2016), we will review antecedents and essentials related to intergroup processes and structure, fairness, legitimacy and leadership procedures in relation to knowledge and capabilities transfer within M&As.

In that way, we will (i) reflect on both pre-and post-M&A significant contextual and process success factors and (ii) offer an integrative simultaneous consideration of micro-behavioural (social identity approach/group processes/intergroup relations-associated essentials) and macro-organization/strategy (knowledge-based view) perspectives within merger conditions, in order to develop a theoretical model that seeks to shed further light on the quality and extent of successful post-M&A integration management and thereby, to facilitate merger success (see Figure 1 for an overview). An attempt that has received lower research attention within merger integration as seminal M&A researchers do suggest (Weber, 2012; Weber and Fried, 2011a; Weber and Tarba, 2010).

Furthermore, this paper will specifically summarize important insights from empirical findings based on the above perspectives translated into practical implications during merger integration. Finally, at the end, we will reflect on the ways the discussed approaches may instigate and explore promising issues, directions and questions for future new M&A integration management research.

On one hand, we aim to disentangle issues and concerns that give greater attention to understanding the M&A integration process, a route that has been given less attention (Weber and Tarba, 2010),
and on the other, to focus on integrative and interdisciplinary review frameworks which combine the group psychology and human resource issues that are critical to M&A success (Weber, 2012). Our final aim is to integrate different significant approaches (as defined above) and their theoretical insights that may assist us in further understanding and managing the process of post-merger integration, possibly leading to identifying directions for future M&A research.

The Social Identity Framework to M&As

Pre-merger Organizational Status and Sense of Continuity

Organizations are seen as social groups and as such, attitudes and behavior are to a great extent influenced by peoples’ membership to those organizations, their work groups or teams and profoundly guided by the Social Identity Approach (SIA), an influential social-psychological perspective based upon the fundamental assumption that people perceive the social environment around them in terms of social categories they belong to (groups) (e.g., members of an organization) and define themselves (favorably), i.e., create their positive self-image on the basis of their membership to these specific groups in relation to others. In that event, people move from the personal self (personal identity) to the social self (social identity) and in effect, the organizational self (organizational identity), experiencing a transfer from interpersonal to intergroup attitudes and behavior (Giessner, Ullrich and van Dick, 2012, p5).

In the cases of M&As which rarely assume equal partners and where formerly distinct corporate members are re-categorized into the new merged entity (van Dick, Ullrich and Tissington, 2006), the existing social comparisons between merging partners and the merged organization, are activated, utilizing the Social Identity Approach (SIA) to describe the shift from the pre-to the post-merger organizational membership and identity: to explore and explain the intergroup relations in merger activities (Giessner, et al. 2006).

In most cases, differences between merging partners are most likely to be salient even before the merger activity begins (van Knippenberg and van Leeuwen, 2001). Hence, the notion of equality tends to be rather a fairy story than a real situation in itself (van Vuuren, Beelen and de Jong, 2010), since in practice,
—on partner generally dominates the other because it is larger, richer, more viable, or is otherwise more powerful and influential than its partner” (van Knippenberg et al. 2002, p235).

The difficulty in the two merging partners perceived as one organizational entity post-combination, is likely to be due to the different sense of continuity and feelings of threat experienced in developing the pre-in relation to the post-merger organizational identities (Rousseau, 1998). In that effect, pre-merger organizational status and sense of continuity from the pre-to the post-merger organization, are two important intergroup-level factors that reflect differences in intergroup relations within M&As (Boen, Vanbeselaere and Wostyn, 2010).

Higher pre-merger organizational partner status usually stems from comparison dimensions before merger begins such as market share, organizational size, or reputation (Marmenout, 2010) and most likely defines the character of the merger post-integration. As such, higher pre-merger organizational status employees are anticipated to have a more favorable (or positive) organizational identity post-merger due to increased sense of continuity from the pre-to the post-merger entity, as they are more likely to feel that their pre-merger group is powerfully represented in the newly merged organization (Hornsey and Hogg, 2002).

On the other hand, lower pre-merger organizational status employees are expected to experience a less favorable (or positive) social identity post-merger due to decreased sense of continuity from the pre-to the post-merger organization (Terry and O’Brien, 2001). However, when high pre-merger status employees experience decreased representation in the post-merger organization, then they are likely to demonstrate lowered post-merger organizational identification (Boen, Vanbeselaere and Wostyn, 2010) (i.e., psychological affiliation with their merged organization). Yet, one has to bear in mind that the “óut” level of organizational identification is likely to diminish even among the employees who perceive more continuity from the pre-to the post-merger organization (Ullrich and van Dick, 2007).

That positive organizational identity reflecting favorable feelings for being a member of the merged organization, tends to affect employee responses (Boen, Vanbeselaere and Wostyn, 2010) and strengthens those attitudes heading for achieving the strategic goals of the organization (van Dick, 2004), namely organizational citizenship behavior, enhanced team performance, job satisfaction, decreased turnover intentions (Ullrich and van Dick, 2007) and even readiness for change (van Dijk and van Dick, 2009).

The social identity based-M&A research has indicated the significance of developing a sense of continuity for the future of the merged organization (Ullrich and van Dick, 2007), with relevant studies identifying two types of continuity, projected and observable continuity (Ullrich, Wieseke and van Dick, 2005). Projected continuity represents employees’ subjective feeling of the (merged) organization’s future direction, accompanied by a “road map” (Lupina-Wegener et al. 2013, p4) on how to reach it. Observable continuity is based upon the feeling of where employees stand in the new merger reality and whether it would be better to find another organization to work at (Ullrich, Wieseke and van Dick, 2005).

Both kinds of continuity have been indicated to predict post-merger organizational identification (van Knippenberg et al. 2002). Projected continuity, in particular, as evidence (Lupina-Wegener et al. 2013) report, appears to be of particular importance in reinforcing high post-merger organizational identification: pre-merger organizational identification is positively related to projected continuity for employees of the dominant merging partner and negatively linked to projected continuity for members of the dominated merging organization; also, projected continuity being favorably related to post-merger organizational identification mediates the association between the pre-and post-merger organizational identification and ends up with a positive indirect effect for members of the dominant and a negative indirect effect for employees of the dominated merging partners.

Overall, the more powerful the sense of continuity becomes, the more employees of merging organizations obtain a considerable part of their self-esteem from membership to the new merged organization and become more identified with the merged entity (Jetten, O’Brien and Trindall, 2002). This results in alleviating feelings of insecurity and uncertainty (Giessner, Ullrich and van Dick, 2011) and facilitates the integration process post-combination (Rousseau, 1998). However, there is also some recent evidence indicating similar levels of post-merger organizational identification for members of dominant and dominated pre-merger partners (van Dick, 2004).

In any case, though, pre-merger status and dominance differentials are most likely not to be alike and should be treated as such, as power relations between
pre-merger groups are dynamic and may change over time” (van Dick, 2004, p15). For example, a smaller size high status organization may be acquired by a more financially robust company but less prominent. Or, as van Knippenberg et al. (2002) suggest: —There are situations in which the dominated partner may be the higher status group (e.g., when a chain of budget stores takes over a prestigious designer store). In this sense, dominance is more akin to power than to status” (p237). Nevertheless, dominated (or acquired) merging partners are those most likely to experience the greatest structural and organizational changes post-combination (van Knippenberg et al. 2002).

**Permeability, Legitimacy, Fairness and Necessity in M&As**

Intergroup dynamics of M&As further involve certain organizational structural conditions” (Giessner, Horton and Humborstad, 2016, p23) that tend to identify the character of relations between organizational groups and affect employees’ behavior in merger settings. Or, the subjective belief structures, that is, beliefs about the nature of relations between the in-group and relevant out-groups that influence their behaviors to pursue self-enhancement through favorable (positive) social identity” (Lupina-Wegener, Schneider and van Dick, 2011, p70). These structural beliefs include perceptions of permeability, legitimacy and fairness that together with perceptions of merger’s necessity are suggested to be central structural factors that tend to influence the way employees’ identity is generated and affect related feelings of autonomy and threat to pre-merger identity (Hogg and Terry, 2000).

Employees’ perceptions of permeability can either include the possibility to depart the merged organization in case they experience an unfavorable social identity (Giessner, Horton and Humборstad, 2016), or the degree to which they are dealt with respect and acknowledgement ending up in more positive post-merger adjustment and moving towards gaining access to training and development activities, benefits and rewards, particularly when they belonged to the lower pre-merger organizational status partner (Terry, Carey and Callan, 2001; Terry and O’Brien, 2001).

If we transfer permeability perceptions into merger integration, then we argue that employees of the dominant (acquired) partner tend to opt for maintenance of lower permeability to protect their enhanced status, while members of the dominated (acquiring) organization seem to wish for increased permeability to heighten their position in the merged entity by entering better work conditions, career prospects and rewards (Terry, Carey and Callan, 2001). However, some findings indicate that despite perceptions of existed threat to pre-merger identities and beliefs of both merger partners as of being acquired”, favorable (equal) permeability perceptions were reported by all merger partners irrespective of their pre-merger organizational status (Lupina-Wegener, Schneider and van Dick, 2011).

Employees’ legitimacy perceptions are usually operationalized as of reflecting the acknowledged influence and (or) representation that the dominant merging partner occupies during post-M&A integration (Giessner, Horton and Humборstad, 2016). Perceptions of legitimacy are associated with the ways merger partners use to exercise their influence according to the different patterns of integration post-combination (merger integration patterns) and their pre-merger organizational status.

As such, the assimilation of the acquired or (dominated) merger partner into that of the acquiring (or dominating) which reflects the absorb merger pattern (Mottola et al. 1997), is perceived as a less legitimate merger pattern for employees of the low pre-merger organizational status, as they expect that they are likely to have lower representation and in effect decreased influence in the merged organization (Giessner, Horton and Humборstad, 2016). On the other hand, the combine or blend (or transformation) merger patterns depicting either the establishment of a completely new organizational entity or an equal exercise of influence from both or all merger partners post-combination, are perceived as more legitimate merger patterns by members of the high pre-merger organizational status partner (Giessner et al. 2006), since they expect that they are about to have considerable representation and subsequent influence in the new merger reality which indicates a more fair position in the post-merger organization.

**Fairness**

Perceptions of fairness (the degree to which job position is perceived to be fair post-merger), constitute —a structural mechanism that mediates resistance to change” (Gleibs et al. 2013, p185). Considerations of fairness, i.e., perceptions of justice regarding the allocation of resources and outcomes in the merged organization (distributive justice), along with perceptions on the ways new processes and systems are designed
and executed in relation to management treatment during merger integration (procedural justice) (Giessner, Ullrich and van Dick, 2012, p23), have relatively recently received research attention.

Employees’ extent of merger support has been indicated to be affected by the degree to which employees perceive their state in the new merged entity as fair (Amiot, Terry and Callan, 2007), i.e., meet their expectations of fairness regarding their position in the merged organization, and in effect are likely to exhibit increased willingness to be identified with the organization (Ellemers, 1993).

In addition, when employees perceive that they are equally represented in the merged organization as far as distribution of resources and outcomes is concerned (distributive justice)—especially if they belong to the lower pre-merger organizational status partner—then they are expected to demonstrate more positive responses and attitudes during merger integration (Monin et al. 2013).

On the other hand, in cases when they perceive that the procedures and rules followed after integration correspond to identical treatment in the merged organization—particularly for the lower pre-merger organizational status partner—then they are expected and have been indicated to experience heightened feelings of acknowledgement and respect which lead to increased identification with the merged entity (Gleibs, Mummendey and Noack, 2008).

**Necessity**

When employees perceive the merger as necessary, they are more likely to exhibit favorable identification with the merged organization (Ullrich, Wieseke and van Dick, 2005). Being able to understand that merger is necessary; employees may be facilitated to deal with feelings of uncertainty, fear and threat to their pre-merger identity more effectively, as they are expected to gain a clearer picture of where the organization’s future stands and how it can be successfully achieved (Ullrich, Wieseke and van Dick, 2005). In other words, it might be easier for them to make better sense and accept the prospective reasons, motives and expected outcomes of the merger activity per se, in relation to the future vision of the organization that is at stake and lead to joint perceptions that they are expected to share the same—common fate” in the new merger reality (Giessner, 2011).

Perceived necessity of the merger has been demonstrated to favorably affect post-merger organizational identification (Boen et al. 2005a), especially for those employees who exhibit a low sense of continuity (discontinuity) of their identity post-M&A (Giessner, 2011): in other words, when perceived sense of continuity was low, the perceived necessity of the merger had a strong positive relationship to post-merger organizational identification and for low sense of continuity, perceived necessity significantly lowered uncertainty which in turn heightened post-merger organizational identification.

Nevertheless, according to Giessner (2011, p8), “…the research to date has neither explained the underlying process that mediates this influence nor identified the subset of employees for whom necessity perceptions matter the most”.

So, future research should be encouraged to fulfill the above gaps exploring the processes by which necessity perceptions might affect merger performance and employees’ responses and reactions; in particular, the specific conditions and the groups of merger partners’ employees for which necessity perceptions signify the greater influence. Therefore, integrating the above considerations with group-based reactions on mergers, we consider it significant for future merger research to explore when perceived merger necessity might be an obstacle or when it might be a benefit in developing increased post-merger identification.

**Pre-merger Organizational Status, Merger Integration Patterns and Human Resource Practices**

A knowledge-based view of organizations (Grant, 1991) stresses the need to ensure the development, carrying and exchanging of resources and capabilities especially post-combination, as it has been found to be related to increased post-M&A performance based on the realization of the expected benefits between merging partners (Gomes et al. 2013).

However, sharing of resources and capabilities post-merger tends to be a difficult process due to the cultural differences between merging partners (Cartwright and Cooper, 1993b) and human resource management in M&A context (e.g., decreased identification and commitment with the merged organization, lowered job satisfaction and trust and increased resistance to change, among others) (Fairfield-Sonn, Ogilvie and Del Vecchio, 2002).

In related M&As, strategic fit (the degree of product and market similarity prior to the deal) and organ-
izational fit (the degree of culture and managerial operations’ similarity before the merger) are contextual factors that are examined before the deal (Ellis et al. 2012). In addition, communication, target management involvement, transition management structure and length of integration are process factors that influence actual resource combinations in related M&As after the deal (companies operate in similar industrial sectors)(Ellis et al. 2012, p372).

Especially during post-merger integration, the capacity to integrate and transfer from one merging partner to the other assets, skills, personnel and procedures is likely to be a basis for gaining a sustainable competitive advantage and may instigate the development of new procedures and knowledge in acquiring corporate partners (Haspeslagh and Jemison, 1991), which seem to be important for the successful integration of people and operations.

Examing and understanding the differences between integration patterns and their relationships with process (human resource practices) and contextual factors is considered to contribute to “merger realization and value creation” (Ellis et al. 2012, p371), therefore, an emphasis and further insight on M&A integration patterns seems to be important for merger success.

The way merger corporate partners integrate their cultures has been described, as follows: Schoennauer (1967) identified three merger patterns post-M&A: (i) absorb, where the acquiring organization assimilates the culture of the acquired organization; (ii) blend, where all merging organizations keep separate features of their pre-merger culture and are integrated into the merged entity and (iii) combine, where all merging partners are transforming into a new merged organization. Schweiger and Weber (1989) indicate that most M&As (50%) follow the absorb, almost 30% the blend and 8% the combine merger integration patterns.

Marks and Mirvis’ (1998; 2001) description of integration outcomes based on the degree of cultural change in the dominated (acquiring) and the dominant (acquired) merging partner (high vs low), is as follows: Absorption [low change in dominant (acquiring), high change in dominated (acquired) corporate partner] represents cultural assimilation of the dominated (acquiring) merging partner (almost without a voice post-merger), equivalent to absorb merger integration pattern proposed by Schoennauer’s (1967) typology. Transformation (high change in both merging partners) represents cultural transformation corresponding to Schoennauer’s (1967) combine pattern (a new culture is created usually borrowing aspects of culture from both merging partners). Best of both (moderate change in all merging partners) equals Schoennauer’s (1967) blend integration pattern. Here cultural integration is represented by preserving distinct aspects of culture from both corporate partners.

Reverse merger pattern represents a rather unusual merger case where the acquiring (dominant) merger partner is assimilated by the acquired (dominated) and finally, preservation integration pattern depicts a situation of low change in both corporate partners with the acquired (dominated) merging organization retaining independence in culture.

Giessner et al. (2006) indicated that employees of the high status pre-merger organization are most likely to prefer a merger integration pattern that resembles that of either assimilation (absorption) or transformation (combine); under these ways of integration they are expected to maintain a strong sense of continuity from their pre-merger organization firmly represented in the new post-merger organization. For instance, absorption merger integration approach is empirically found to be associated with autonomy removal even in cases when one merging partner is a large organization comparable to the other (Weber, Tarba and Rozen Bachar, 2012). On the opposite, members of the low status pre-merger organization are expected to support best of both (blend) integration pattern, as they opt for equality integration post-combination (Giessner, 2011).

The theory of relative standing (Frank, 1986) emphasizes the significance of non-financial incentives that may have for the achievement of current and future organizational goals. Within M&As conditions in particular, mergers are potentially low in relative standing especially for members of the dominated (acquired) organization, where they are expected to feel inferior, without much voice and with reduced autonomy and training and development opportunities offered to them (Ahammad et al. 2012).

In addition, a diminished decision-latitude and control over decisions in the post-merger organization is likely to lower the distinctiveness of the post-merger identity and subsequently enhance the occurrence of identity-threat (Lupina-Wegener, Schneider and van Dick, 2011). However, as long as both merging partners keep adequate control over decision-making, emphasize the significance of the abilities and exper-
tise of each other and the dominated (acquired) merging partner actively participates in training and development activities post-M&A, it is more likely to experience decreased identity threat and accomplish greater knowledge transfer post-combination (Bresman, Birkinshaw and Nobel, 1999).

Moreover, during post-M&A integration phase, greater managerial and employee autonomy is considered to be necessary to facilitate the initiative, eagerness and favorable orientation necessary to fulfill job tasks’ knowledge creation. Also, to successfully address possible merger-related culture clashes effects on human resource management issues such as differed salaries and benefits, promotion changes, expanded performance appraisal systems, etc. (Weber and Tarba, 2010).

As such, the above arguments reflect the following considerations that depict identified gaps in the merger literature that we believe they should trigger future research to facilitate M&As bring more positive results than is at the time the case, as follows:

Best of both (blend) merger integration patterns are anticipated to be associated with lowered decrease in employee and managerial autonomy and therefore, positive sense of continuity from the pre-to the post-merger identity and greater task knowledge creation and integration competencies transfer due to increased equality integration conditions.

Absorption (assimilation) and (or) transformation (combine) merger integration patterns are expected to be related to higher decrease in employee and managerial autonomy and thereby, less favorable sense of continuity from the pre-to the post-merger identity and lesser task knowledge creation and integration capabilities transfer due to decreased equality integration situation.

To the best of our knowledge, the way the intergroup-level variable of sense of continuity affects the ways merging partners use to merge their cultures post-combination, merger patterns and affect their human resource practices employed in M&A context, has been given less attention in research about M&A. For that matter, any future merger research exploring the processes under which certain merger integration patterns may affect the human resource practices utilized post-combination, would have an added value in helping M&As conveying more encouraging results than it is currently the state.

Along these lines, we also consider it significant for future M&A research to explore the circumstances under which strong pre-merger identification might be either an obstacle or a benefit in creating a common or shared organizational identity in different merger integration patterns and whether this may influence the human resource practices used in merger integration conditions.

For example, Gaertner et al. (1996) have indicated that combining the pre-merger organizational identity with a shared and common group identity post-merger, i.e. opting for a dual organizational identity, may have either favorable effects on cooperative behavior (Giessner and Mummandey, 2008), or negative ones towards the members of the other merger partner (Giessner, Horton and Humborstad, 2016).

The influence of lowered autonomy in merger conditions has been investigated to some extent, but its effect on the feelings of threat regarding pre-merger organizational identity seems to have received less research attention within merger context (Lupina-Wegener, Schneider and van Dick, 2011, p.8) along with the ways autonomy might be experienced in M&A settings (Gleibs, Mummandey and Noack, 2008).

Therefore, the above discussion leads to the need of the future exploration of how autonomy might be related to threat to pre-M&A identity and its associations with integration patterns employed and human resource practices adopted post-combination—an issue that to the best of our knowledge, seems to have not been studied so far.

**The SIA-based Leadership to M&As**

In order for leaders to be successful in fostering identification and commitment with the post-merger organization, they have to create and reinforce a strong sense of continuity of identity for employees of all merging partners and facilitate perceptions of fairness procedures during merger integration (Tyler and De Cremer, 2005). Their influence can be so powerful, that they —ar required to be not only the agents of change, but also the agents of continuity” (Giessner, Ullrich and van Dick, 2012, p483).

Although leaders are considered as critical elements for effective merger implementation as they motivate the involvement of others in fulfilling mutual (shared) goals with the social identity approach to leadership being consistent with this description(Hogg, 2001, p.194), SIA-based studies on the role of leadership during merger integration seem to be rare (Giessner, Horton and Humborstad, 2016, p80). The central points of the SIA approach to leadership refer to the
importance of two leader traits which act together to exercise leadership influence (Giessner, Ullrich and van Dick, 2012) by promoting willingness to change (van Knippenberg and van Knippenberg, 2005) and merger support and trust (van Knippenberg, 2011): leader group prototypicality (the extent to which the leader reflects or represents the central characteristics of the organization) (group) and leader organization leader reflects or represents the central characteristics (group) and leader organization leader group prototypicality (the extent to which the leader is perceived as of having the collective interest at heart”)

(Giessner, Ullrich and van Dick, 2012, p484).

Leaders perceived to be more organization prototypical have been indicated to foster employees’ sense of continuity of identity during merger integration (Bobbio, van Knippenberg and van Knippenberg, 2005) and believed to be more committed towards the organization’s and employees’ best interest (organization orientedness) (Giessner and van Knippenberg, 2008). However, as it seems highly unlikely to be perceived as prototypical by employees of all merging partners (Giessner, Ullrich and van Dick, 2011), when they are actively engaged in fairness actions by allocating and sharing resources in rather equal terms involving both merger partners and demonstrating fair treatment especially to employees of the other corporate partner, then they are most likely and found to be judged as group-oriented, with that perception balancing any short of group prototypicality (Jetten, O’Brien and Trindall, 2002). In addition, leaders are suggested to reinforce employees’ post-merger identification by initiating and endorsing a vision of the merged organization based on a sense of continuity, i.e., strengthening employees’ perceptions that the main identity of the organization is still representative of what the organization stands for and is not altering due to the merger (Venus, 2013).

The subject matter for future merger research remains whether the above effects are dissolved over time under different integration patterns (for example, both in implemented and desired merger patterns: in various industries (for instance, in public versus private organizations) (Gleibs et al. 2013), in cross-border in relation to domestic (national) mergers ((Gleibs et al. 2013, p492) and for both top-and middle-level managers alike, reflecting potential prospective merger research questions to be answered. Hence, we believe that the SIA to leadership has a fruitful potential to explore more thoroughly in future M&As studies (Giessner, Ullrich and van Dick, 2011; 2012).

**Discussion and Conclusions**

Since creating an atmosphere that can support integration is a real challenge” (Giessner, 2011, pp.27–32), our goal was to provide potential tangible insights into the effective implementation of merger identity management with a view to facilitate better practices for merger support and integration post-combination.

The arguments and empirical evidence explored above attempted to provide a comprehensive description of some central merger-related human factor issues which have the potential to decrease dysfunctional group-based responses to M&As and recover their unsuccessful record. Social identity and self-categorization procedures inherently embedded in merger integration tend to impact upon the human resource development practices employed post-M&A implementation.

Adopting a best of both (blend) merger integration pattern in comparison to others employed in merger conditions, in practice, by formulating increased equality work conditions for employees of both corporate merging partners, is considered to bring about a greater sense of continuity from the pre-to the post-merger organization and increased knowledge and resources transfer and exchange between merging partners: actions such as granting greater participation in training and development activities when needed, similar benefits and salaries across merging groups, heightened freedom and control over decision-making and organizational autonomy offered to the acquired managers and employees during everyday work decisions, are examples of organizational practice that would facilitate feelings of continuity of identity between merging partners and trigger resource sharing and knowledge transfer for common use in favor of the merged organization’s best interest.

In addition, an honest realistic merger preview which communicates the favorable benefits of merging for both merging partners short after legal announcement, and stressing its positive effects on fulfilling the strategic goals of the merged” entity might be helpful and important in managing and expanding human capital post-M&A integration (Schweiger and Denisi, 1991).

Further examination of the proposed associations between integration patterns and human resource management practices in relation to sense of continuity between pre-and post-merger identity, as presented above, may contribute to important insights regarding
the interrelationships existed between pre-and post-combination critical success factors. Adding the proposed interrelationships within the post-acquisition critical success factors as in Gomes et al.’s (2013) model, we attempted to offer valuable insights and fill the suggested gap in research about M&A connectivity between pre-and post-merger factors that seems to be sort of (Gomes et al. 2013).

We also stressed the importance of both merging partners’ employees being represented as much as possible in equal terms, in order to perceive the merged entity as a continuation of their previous organization and be more psychologically affiliated with it. Further, being actively involved and having adequate control over decision-making to ease feelings of belongingness and diminish those of identity-threat towards the new merged organization, actively participating in forming its future route by having their voice heard, being equally represented in merged organization’s training and development activities, benefits and rewards to instigate feelings of equal respect and acknowledgement, i.e., fair position and positive sense of worth in the merged organization and therefore, facilitate in practice, the transfer of knowledge and capabilities post-integration.

Moreover, both top and middle-level management authorities should reflect the merged organization’s vision by exhibiting increased commitment to its goals, i.e., adopting the merged organization’s goals as of their own (collective interest at heart) and thereby encouraging employees’ perceptions of the merged organization as a continuation of their previous organization (i.e., continuity of identity) and their support in implementing merger changes.

By and large, M&A integration should be based and evaluated on the clarity about the merged organization’s future direction and the importance of the employees’ active role in it. Overall, much can be gained through a more interrelated approach across different M&A stages and perspectives over a longer period of time to further disentangle the combinations of potential success factors along the merger event and integration success, in particular, since any M&A tends to be a complex process and “in reality not all M&As are alike” (Weber and Tarba, 2010, p203).
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